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On the Origin of the Philosophy of Respect 
in Toegye School of Thought; Its Relation to 
the Logic of the Yi Jing 
Kδetsu SATO 
This paper attempts to demonstrate the following. According to the central con-
cepts of the Yi Zh uan (易伝)， that which Is Iηfact the proper exIstence for matter is 
at the same time the proper practice for man. In other words， that which Is perceived 
as the law of existence is inextricably linked to a manner of acting and conducting 
oneself that is imperative under the law of practice. _ Itis from this that we can 
see how， with the completion of the Yi Zhuan (易伝)， the Yi Jing (易経)was to be 
established as the cannon for the Confucians， and， in the same stroke， the ideas 
regarding the providence of Heaven and the very concept of Heaven itself were to 
lose their central position in the Yi Zhnan (易伝)， and， in their place， the philosophy 
of the Dao (道)was to be brought forth as the very root of that philosophical 
system. This aspect of thought found in the Yi Zhuan (易{云)can be said to be 
complementalγto Toegye's Philosophy which had abandoned the concept of provi曲
dence and had taken on the concepts of respect and practice as central to its 
thought. In this sense， itcan be said that the Yi Zhuan (易伝)was the prototype 
of Toegye's School of Philosophy. 
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